2068 Drug advertisements

- 277 Advertisements with analgesic drugs
- 200 Advertisements with psychopharmacological drugs
- 100 Advertisements with gastrointestinal drugs

- 147 Advertisements with references
- 113 Advertisements with references
- 63 Advertisements with references

- 12 Distinct advertisements with references
- 11 Distinct advertisements with references
- 6 Distinct advertisements with references

- 28 Claims with references
- 29 Claims with references
- 19 Claims with references

- 76 Claims with at least one reference
  - 16 Claims not evaluated
    - 12 Quoted Swiss Drug Compendium*
    - 4 Descriptive only
  - 60 Claims with at least one reference evaluated
    - 45 Claims quoted 1 reference
    - 13 Claims quoted 2 references
    - 1 Claim quoted 3 references
    - 1 Claim quoted 4 references

- 78 Comparisons claim-study